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+ The four main challenges to record labels in the past
15 years
n

Much more recorded music is available -- largely because of UserGenerated Content and also because of User-Generated
Distribution – and digital modes of delivery have made tens of
millions of catalogue items readily available.

n

Much more recorded music from professionals is available and even
more -- much more -- from non-professionals. As a result, from the
perspective of record labels there is a disproportionately large
quantity of music created by the audience itself, by the (former)
"consumer" of music.

n

Much less music is new. Much more is covers, parodies, derivations,
home-made copies. As a result, there is a disproportionately small
amount of new music, and therefore new music increasingly
struggles to get noticed and to earn revenue.

n

There are great difficulties in measuring market size. As a result,
estimating revenue potential, especially for new music, is extremely
difficult -- the risk factors associated with launching something new
are amplified.

+ Adele “25” – an example of harnessing the
digital disruptors
n

What we learned so far from Adele “25”…
n

n

n
n
n
n

In the US and elsewhere, digital downloads unquestionably
increased total sales for the album – that’s one of the reasons why
“25” broke so many sales records
Withholding/windowing from non-YouTube streaming services
may or may not boost pure album sales – Adele alone won’t tell us
that
Record labels can still afford to pay for major retail co-op deals,
such as the Target-exclusive example in the US
Strong retailers (with distribution company support) can execute
the co-op deal and maximize sales
As of 5:45pm on 27 January 2016, there have been 1,060,598,975
plays of ‘Hello’ on the AdeleVEVO channel on YouTube
There are still lots of CD playback devices in use

+ Landing Page for Target Stores US website

The customer instantly knows this is special
Screen shot 24 Nov 2015 – note that there are no prices

+ Cyber Monday Target Stores US website
108 results from “Adele” keyword search
Screen shot 30 Nov 2015

+ Putting non-sales into sales charts is subject
to (mis)interpretation
n

Pros and cons of folding other sales measurements (especially streaming) into
album sales charts -- recent Nielsen changes in Canada include the addition of
TEAs (10=1) and SEAs (1500=1) *

n

This is the “most substantial update to the chart’s methodology since 1996, when
Nielsen’s point-of-sale data was first used to compile the album sales chart” *

n

VP of Charts & Data Development, “I’m certain that the inclusion of streaming and
track sales into the Billboard Canadian Albums chart will provide the same bigpicture snapshot of true album engagement” *

n

Counting consumption, however, is inexact because consumption is a subjective
measure that requires interpretation rather than counting

n

Excluding on-demand streaming from YouTube skews the snapshot and
undermines validity

n

* Source: Nielsen press release 22 October 2015
http://www.nielsen.com/ca/en/press-room/2015/nielsen-and-billboard-relaunch-top-canadian-albums-chart-asbillboard-canadian-albums.html

+ Record labels compete in this environment
Example #1: users create in YouTube
Screen shot 27 January 2016

+ Record labels compete in this environment
Example #2: white noise in SoundCloud
Screen shot 27 January 2016

+ Discussion and Q&A…

n
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n
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